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the eq-in button lets you bypass that single plugin unit to check the difference between the
unprocessed and processed sound which is an important feature. while in the satson channel, you
can not only set the amount of gain reduction, but also control the amount of cut and boost. the

compression algorithms works well, although not as seamlessly as some other compressor plugins.
the satson buss eq sends a clean signal back to the main bus. it is only recommended that you use
the lows around 10 hz (40h). it cuts some of the lower frequencies to keep the overall volume right.

another feature to be mentioned is the utility of the audio gain and automation. most of the time, the
automation works well, but sometimes, you need to manually boost or cut a track for fine-tuning.

another great tool found in both satson channel and buss are the vu meters. these meters are
calibrated to function responsively, just like real-world meters. these meters fully support proper

gain-staging needed for professional mixing situations and let the user make a better judgment of
the volume needed for a particular track. the respective high and low pass filters, found on satson

channel, are another great addition to the plug-in. these filters are particularly musical and smooth,
especially in terms of software filtering. the high pass can be used to clear the mud right out of a
mix. i found this very useful for isolating some muddy electric guitar tracks in a mix, leaving the

overall tonality as punchy as it was recorded, without stepping on the frequency range of the bass
and kick.
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with sonimus satson, you can add a subtle and natural-sounding crosstalk effect to any audio mix or
track to create a more round and focused sound. it is available in two forms: as a channel plug-in
and as a standalone model. you can adjust channel crosstalk values, attenuate the mix as well as

apply compression and eq. midi controls are a very important aspect of any audio software. with vst
audio plugins, most users have a hard time to write their own controls and spend hours on it. often, if

the controls are difficult to get, no one would use that plugin. satson cs offers a nice interface for
customizing all those controls. as a bonus they provide the saptan midi controllers as well so you can
use its quite handy midi controls for it as well. a perfect 2 in 1 plugin! in a similar way, midi control
changes the sound, so ive chosen to try all the midi controls on the two plugins. due to the fact that
ssl are giving us the preview, the highest buttons show up the same ssl setting as the green output
from a console. otherwise, the buttons are the same as usb and in-depth midi. you can set the input
source, input channel, input, output channel. you can also set active or inactive any midi channel by
clicking that. its actually pretty neat, you can start by using the side channel for midi clip, then use
another to tweak the audio vst parameters, bypass the same units to check the difference in sound
between the processed and unprocessed signals. the ssl connectivity gives you full control over the

parameters and the sound. everything the ssl offers is there for you in the midi controls of the
plugin. it makes a fine eq or compressor. you can set several presets, leaving enough space to tweak

it and save it as you want. the presets are saved to its own folder and of course, can be reused in
any other plugin you like. the plugin has presets for ssl, universal audio api, vst, other synths, vst

(again), and a few more. 5ec8ef588b
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